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Adverse environmental conditions due to climate change, combined with declining soil fertility, threaten food security.

Modern agriculture is facing a pressing situation where novel strategies must be developed for sustainable food

production and security. Biostimulants, conceptually defined as non-nutrient substances or microorganisms with the ability

to promote plant growth and health, represent the potential to provide sustainable and economically favorable solutions

that could introduce novel approaches to improve agricultural practices and crop productivity. Current knowledge and

phenotypic observations suggest that biostimulants potentially function in regulating and modifying physiological

processes in plants to promote growth, alleviate stresses, and improve quality and yield. 
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1. Introduction

Plants are continuously exposed to biotic (e.g., pest and pathogen attacks) and abiotic stresses (e.g., drought, extreme

temperatures and salinity), which lead to frequent adjustment and remodeling of the plant defense machinery, as well as

involving reconfiguration of the plant metabolism . Evolutionarily, plants have developed a multilayered and dynamic

defense system that renders them as adept as animals in responding effectively to ever-changing environments .

Furthermore, plant defense strategies can be enhanced and sensitized using various approaches such as biological and

chemical priming. Defense priming is a phenomenon whereby the plant immune system and abiotic defenses are

preconditioned, resulting in faster, stronger and effective defense and resistance mechanisms against subsequent biotic

and abiotic stresses . This immune-stimulation of plants, which is postulated to be an adaptive and low-cost

defensive measure, is a result of interactions of plants with beneficial microbes, chemical compounds, insect herbivores or

environmental cues .

There is emerging evidence of biostimulants as plant priming agents, as demonstrated by the observed effectiveness of

these formulations in promoting and sensitizing plant defenses and resistance against different environmental stresses .

In the last decade, the field of plant biostimulants has been steadily growing in the agricultural industry and has positioned

itself as one of the key emerging strategies for enhancing crop production and resilience to the changing climate. Plant

biostimulants have received considerable attention lately, and are increasingly being integrated into agriculture and

production systems as plant growth and yield regulators/promoters as well as pre-stress conditioners . However, the

limited fundamental research into the modes of action of many biostimulant products is among the knowledge gaps that

require scientific attention. Elucidation of the biological basis of biostimulant function, and a broad mechanism of action at

a cellular and molecular levels, is a prerequisite for the development of a scientifically-based biostimulant industry, leading

to an effective exploration and application of formulations in agriculture . Few emerging studies have shown the

impeccable capabilities and potential of metabolomics approaches to reveal the mechanistic insights describing

biostimulant-plant interactions . Furthermore, these studies have proven that metabolomics studies can provide key

fundamental knowledge and understanding required to explore novel biostimulant-based strategies for improved crop

health and resilience in a changing climate.

Metabolomics is classically defined as a comprehensive and holistic measurement of the entire complement of small

molecular weight molecules, namely metabolites (≤1500 Da in size), within a biological system . The metabolome,

being the chemical space and language of metabolism, carries imprints of genetic and environmental factors, and is

expectedly more sensitive to perturbations in both metabolic fluxes and enzyme activity than either the transcriptome or

proteome . Hence, the global quantitative measurements of the metabolome provide an exploration of small cellular

worlds, revealing hidden patterns and (predictively) reflecting functional signatures of the biochemical landscape and

cellular physiology of the system under consideration .
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2. Basic and Overlapping Framework of Plant Immunity and Defense
against Biotic and Abiotic Stresses

In their natural habitats, plants coexist with highly dynamic microbial communities, some of which are harmful to plant

health. Furthermore, the environmental constraints such as drought, salt and extreme temperatures negatively affect plant

growth and development, both at the cellular and organismal levels . Thus, for optimal growth and development,

plants must have a protective immune and defense system that properly integrates both microbial signals and abiotic

factors at both local and systemic levels. Studies have revealed that, evolutionarily, plants have developed constitutive,

active, inducible and tightly regulated immune and defense systems that mediate interactions with heterogeneous

environments comprising both biotic and abiotic stresses. The result of these dynamic and complex interactions is a

determining factor for plant survival and fitness . Several models have been proposed for describing plant immune

responses to biotic stresses, with a common denominator that the innate immune system is based on the surveillance and

perception of non-self, damaged-self and altered-self, broadly termed "danger" signals . Generally, the first line of

defense in plant response to biotic stresses involves preformed physical and chemical barriers such as cutin and waxes

(cuticles), cell walls, antimicrobial enzymes and secondary metabolites to prevent or attenuate invasion of various

pathogens . In a case of a successful pathogen entry or plant alteration and/or damage, the second line of defense

is launched, triggered by the recognition of danger signals through structurally diverse transmembrane or intracellular

pattern recognition receptors (PRRs). This recognition of danger signals activates several levels of induced defense

responses through a complex network of signal transduction and amplification, both locally at the site of infection and

systemically in distant tissues .

The first layer of these inducible defenses is put in motion through the perception of microbe/pathogen-associated

molecular patterns (M/PAMPs) or damage-associated molecular patterns (DAMPs) and termed M/PAMP-triggered

immunity (M/PTI). The latter involves a series of complex cellular and molecular reprogramming events that are translated

into distinct biochemical and physiological phenomena, such as activation of a signaling network involving phytohormones

and other signaling molecules, stomatal closure to stop pathogen penetration, production of reactive oxygen species

(ROS) and nitric oxide (NO), callose deposition and the de novo biosynthesis of antimicrobial metabolites due to

reconfiguring of cellular metabolism . However, due to the coevolution of plant-pathogen interactions, specialized

pathogens have developed means to suppress M/PTI, through a repertoire of effector molecules that are translocated into

the plant cell where they can alter cellular metabolism and homeostasis to promote disease. This state is known as

effector-triggered susceptibility (ETS). On the other hand, plants have evolved mechanisms to perceive these effectors

through intracellular receptors known as resistance (R) proteins. The recognition of these effectors activates the second

layer of defense known as effector-triggered immunity (ETI). One of the descriptive markers of ETI events is the

hypersensitive response (HR), which is an induced localized programmed cell death, to limit the spread of pathogen

infection .

Studies have shown that there is an interplay (or overlap) between M/PTI and ETI, which is explained by the convergence

between signaling and downstream biochemical events induced by both layers of defenses. This highly regulated

coordination of M/PTI- and ETI-related defenses defines the basal defensive metabolism and subsequent physiological

state of the plant against pathogen attack . Furthermore, locally induced defense responses can trigger a defensive

state in distant parts of the plant, a phenomenon known as systemic acquired resistance (SAR). The latter confers long-

lasting protection against a range of pathogens in the systemic healthy tissue of plants undergoing a localized pathogen

infection. Another form of an induced resistance mechanism is induced systemic resistance (ISR). The latter results from

the interactions of plants and beneficial microbes, such as plant growth-promoting rhizobacteria and fungi .

Elaborated details of cellular and molecular events underlying these layers and models of plant immune responses to

biotic stresses are beyond the scope of this review but can be found in the literature cited herein.

Plants are not only exposed to harmful microorganisms but also to harsh environmental conditions such as drought,

salinity, extreme temperatures and nutrient deficiency, which adversely affect plant growth and productivity . Some of

the general defense responses include a highly-regulated cascade of signal transduction events, activation of defense-

related genes, the accumulation of ROS and antioxidant mechanisms, production of defense-related metabolites and

subsequent physiological and morphological changes . Furthermore, one of the primary events in the plant responses

to abiotic stresses involves a highly regulated and coordinated web of plant hormones such as abscisic acid (ABA), auxins

(indole acetic acid, IAA), ethylene (ET), cytokinins (CK), gibberellins (GA), salicylic acid (SA), jasmonic acid (JA) and

brassinosteroids (BRs). These phytohormones often act as primary signaling molecules that trigger complex signaling

cascades, subsequently leading to stimulation of the expression of stress-related genes and induction of physiological and

morphological changes, which eventually lead to abiotic stress tolerance or resistance (Figure 1) .
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Figure 1. A descriptive model showing some general molecular events in a plant responding to abiotic stresses.

Upon the perception of stress signals via evolutionarily developed rapid-sensing mechanisms, the systematic signal

transduction/pathways such as ROS, Ca  and phytohormone signals are activated, leading to regulation of stress-

responsive genes as facilitated by transcription factors. The stress-related genes are (de)activated to orchestrate the

induction of stress adaptation/resistance cellular mechanisms such as antioxidant mechanisms, osmotic adjustment and

secondary metabolism adjustment, as well as morphological responses such as root and shoot development, leaf area

and fruit size. The blue dotted lines indicate the influence of the stress responses to sensors, signals and signal

transductions. Abbreviations: Ca  = calcium ion, Ca /CaM = calcium calmodulin, ROS = reactive oxygen species, MAP

kinases = mitogen-activated protein kinase, H = hormone, MYB = myeloblastosis, NAC = non-amyloid-β component, PAL

= phenylalanine ammonia-lyase, DREB2A = dehydration-responsive element-binding protein 2A, LEA3 = late

embryogenesis abundant 3.

Some of the common physiological responses to major abiotic stresses include a reduction in both transpiration and

photosynthesis rates, a decrease in stomatal conductance and in leaf water content and a reduced relative growth rate 

. For instance, responding to drought stress, molecular and cellular events deployed by the plant are translated into a

reconfiguration of plant cellular metabolism, similar to defense responses to biotic stress. The latter leads to physiological

modulation for plant survival. Some of the reported defense-related morpho-physiological changes due to drought stress

are root swelling to promote nutrient uptake, leaf stomatal closure and leaf rolling to prevent water loss via transpiration,

decreased chlorophyll content, leaf abscission and decrease in leaf area contributing to the reallocation of nutrients stored

in older and diseased leaves to new leaves or the shoot .

Growth arrest is also one of the primary effects of drought stress. The inhibition of shoot growth is known to minimize the

metabolic demands under water stress, thus increasing the biosynthesis and assimilation of metabolites such as

osmolytes. The latter, also known as osmoprotectants, are low molecular weight, soluble compounds that play

fundamental roles in osmotic adjustment, consequently conferring protection against cell drying-out. Osmoprotectants

efficiently maintain osmotic balance, and stabilize membranes and macromolecules under water stress conditions. These

include betaines, amino acids, polyols and non-reducing sugars (e.g., glycine betaine, proline and inositol) . Root

growth arrest maintains the function of root meristem and promotes rapid growth once the stress has been alleviated .

The inhibition of lateral root growth was also observed as an adaptive mechanism that promotes primary root elongation

to reach the water from lower layers in the soil . The other key cellular event that is observed under both biotic and

abiotic stresses is the perturbations in the highly-regulated ROS homeostasis, causing an over-accumulation of ROS such

as singlet oxygen ( O ), superoxide anion radical (O ), hydroxyl radical ( OH) and hydrogen peroxide (H O ). The

accumulation of these species results from the imbalance between the ROS production and the effectiveness of ROS

scavenging systems, subsequently causing an oxidative burst and adversely affecting the plant metabolism by damaging

cellular components such as DNA, proteins and lipids . ROS generation can be detrimental as well as
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advantageous; it can also serve as a biological marker during abiotic stress conditions and can induce stress-signaling

pathways to inhibit further damages . To effectively manage and alleviate the oxidative stress, plants utilize ROS

scavenging systems comprising (i) the enzymatic antioxidant system and (ii) a non-enzymatic antioxidant mechanism also

known as the "low molecular weight" antioxidant system .

The enzymatic antioxidant system is made up of interrelated antioxidant enzymes including superoxide dismutase (SOD),

ascorbate peroxidase (APX), catalase (CAT), glutathione peroxidase (GPX), peroxidase (POX) and glutathione reduction

(GR) . On the other hand, the non-enzymatic antioxidant machinery is made-up of low molecular weight compounds

such as phenolic compounds, amino acids, carotenoids, glutathione (GSH), ascorbic acid and α-tocopherol, which serve

important roles in the detoxification of ROS. Apart from their antioxidant properties, these low molecular weight

compounds can also function as osmoprotectants under abiotic stress, particularly under drought stress .

Furthermore, the antioxidant machinery (non-enzymatic and enzymatic) functions synergistically for stress alleviation or to

enhance the plant tolerance to abiotic stress conditions (Figure 2) . For instance, the ascorbate-glutathione cycle

(also known as the Halliwell-Asada pathway) functions alongside enzymes such as CAT, GR and APX in the high capacity

redox-homeostatic H O -scavenging pathways . In this cycle, APX catalyzes the reduction of H O  to water, utilizing

ascorbate (ASC). This reaction then yields monodehydroascorbate (MDHA), which is fated to dismutate to ASC and

dehydroascorbate (DHA) or be reduced to NADP  via monodehydroascorbate reductase (MDHAR). Furthermore,

dehydroascorbate reductase (DHAR) reduces DHA to ASC using GSH as the reducing substrate. This reaction yields

oxidized glutathione (GSSG), which is then converted back to the reduced state (GSH) by NADPH via the action of GR.

ASC and GSH take part in the cyclic transfer of reducing equivalents without being consumed in the reactions, thus

allowing the scavenging of H O , with NADPH as the reducing equivalent donor (Figure 2) .

Figure 2. The intricate web of the highly-regulated oxidant-antioxidant system. Hydroxyl radical ( OH) and

superoxide anion radical ( O ) are generated via the Fenton reaction (in red). O  is produced by Mehler reaction (in

dark green) and singlet oxygen ( O ) from water molecules (in neon green). The initial step in the ROS scavenging is the

conversion of O  into hydrogen peroxide (H O ) by superoxide dismutase SOD (in yellow), followed by the detoxification

of H O  by GPX (in turquoise), CAT (in grey), APX (in orange) and POX (in pink). H O  is also scavenged through the

ascorbate-glutathione cycle (in orange) which uses ASC and GSH as the cyclic transfer of reducing equivalents and

NADPH as reducing power. The removal of OH by GSH (in blue) forms GSSG which is regenerated to GSH via the GR-

mediated reaction. The enzymatic pathways are depicted by bold lines and non-enzymatic pathways are indicated by

dotted lines. Abbreviations: GPX = glutathione peroxidase, APX = ascorbate peroxidase, GR = glutathione reductase,

ASC = ascorbate, MDHAR = monodehydroascorbate reductase, MDHA = monodehydroascorbate, AH  = oxidizable

substrate, DHA = dehydroascorbate, DHAR = dehydroascorbate reductase, POX = non-specific peroxidase, GSH =

reduced glutathione, GSSG = oxidized glutathione. Adapted from .

Recent studies have begun to reveal molecular intersections and biochemical networks between biotic and abiotic stress

responses, as well as overlapping regulatory mechanisms in combined stress responses . A detailed account of

plant responses to combined abiotic and biotic stresses is beyond the scope of this review, but the reader is referred to

the literature cited herein for more details. However, this observation (i.e., combination of stresses) points to the reality of

plants in their natural environments, where the plants interact with both abiotic and biotic stresses, individually or

simultaneously, and in the presence of microbial communities (composed of bacteria, fungi and oomycetes) that inhabit

the host plant, soil and surroundings, often in symbiotic relationships . Some of these beneficial microorganisms

found in the rhizosphere have been shown to induce systemic defense and tolerance mechanisms or precondition the

plant protective responses against a range of environmental stresses.
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2.1. Priming against Abiotic Stresses

Plant priming is a natural phenomenon, described as potentiating the protective and defensive responsiveness of plants

upon the perception of some signals from the environment. Studies have demonstrated that plant priming—the

preconditioning of plant defense mechanisms by beneficial microbes or agrochemicals—results in a faster, stronger and

effective defense and resistance response to environmental stresses . Mechanistically, priming can be described as

a systematic multistage process consisting of three main stages, namely: (i) the priming phase, (ii) the post-challenge

primed state and (iii) the transgenerational primed state. Some of the essential metabolic events observed during the

priming phase include the biosynthesis or increase in the levels of amino acids, hormone conjugates and sugars, and

these metabolic changes are collectively referred to as the "priming fingerprint" in the priming phenomenology .

These molecular and cellular changes are stored in the form of "metabolic memory", "molecular memory", "stress

memory" or "primed memory"’, which can be described as "sensitization" or "immunization" strategies of plant defense

systems. Upon a subsequent (or secondary) challenge—the post-challenge primed state—the "primed" plant effectively

launches rapid and stronger defense responses . The metabolic reprogramming observed during this phase mainly

involves changes in secondary metabolite levels—i.e., defense-related compounds such as phenylpropanoids,

terpenoids, volatiles, glucosinolates and tryptophan-related metabolites .

Emerging studies have demonstrated that various priming agents/stimuli can be applied to sensitize the plant defense

system against abiotic stresses. For instance, parental drought priming has been shown to enhance drought tolerance in

wheat offspring via increased accumulation of proline and glycine betaine . Relatedly, silicon (Si)-based biostimulants

have been shown to prime wheat seedlings against salt stress by reducing the accumulation of sodium ions, thus

improving salt stress tolerance . In another study by Zhang , drought priming was also shown to potentiate the

defense response against heat stress in tall fescue (Festuca arundinacea) via lipidome reconfiguration. Furthermore,

Shehu et al.  reviewed the priming effects of β-aminobutyric acid (BABA) against abiotic stresses such as salt stress,

drought, nutrient stress and heavy metal stress; some of the general physiological, biochemical and molecular alterations

potentiated by BABA included improved stomatal regulation and photosynthesis, water use efficiency, cell membrane

remodeling, enhanced ROS detoxification and stress-related gene expression. The molecular and cellular events

underlying the priming phenomenon may differ and/or overlap depending on the priming stimuli and the secondary stress

. Despite the exponentially increasing efforts to elucidate the metabolic changes that define the priming events in time

and space, there is still much to uncover in order to understand this potentiation of plant protective defenses. The

comprehensive molecular and biochemical networks involved in the establishment of priming stages are still far from

being fully characterized. Regardless of the shortcomings and limitations as stated above, defense priming is undoubtedly

one of the key adaptive strategies employed by nature. Thus, this preconditioning of plant defense systems is considered

a prospective and complementary alternative means that offers new avenues for plant resistance against environmental

stresses.

3. Biostimulants as Agronomic Tools to Promote Plant Growth and
Counteract Abiotic Stresses

In the last decade, there has been exponentially-growing attention to plant biostimulants as a potential solution to mitigate

the negative impacts of the changing climate on agriculture, and becoming one of the pillars of a new agricultural

revolution for sustainable food production. Even though the concept of biostimulants surfaced in 1933, only in more recent

years has attention and studies from different fields emerged to define, describe and understand plant biostimulants, as

well as their modes of action . Historically, the definition of "biostimulants" has evolved and been reformulated over

the years, although it has often been poorly described due to a lack of a scientifically-based theoretical foundation for the

conceptualization and characterization of these materials that show potential in improving plant health and development.

The recent review by Yakhin et al.  provides a detailed account and a chronological evolution of the concept of the term

biostimulant. Currently, a biostimulant is conceptually defined as any substance or microorganism that is not a nutrient,

pesticide or any of the soil improvers, but has the ability to promote the health and growth of a plant through the induction

of natural biological processes .

4. Omics Sciences to Study Plant Biology in Abiotic Stress Conditions

The application of omics approaches such as genomics, transcriptomics, proteomics and metabolomics (Figure 3) have

proven to be instrumental in the investigation and identification of the key multilayered biochemical events and

mechanisms underpinning the effects of biostimulant formulations on plants’ physiology. For instance, a previous

transcriptomics study reported that the use of a novel technology, next generation sequencing (NGS), allowed the

monitoring of the impact of biostimulants on the transcriptome of plants, thus revealing the molecular mechanisms of
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action by which the biostimulant enhanced growth promotion in corn and soybean. The mechanisms of action elucidated

in corn included the upregulation of nitrogen and phosphate assimilation and metabolism, maltose biosynthesis, sugar

transport and phloem loading and hormone (cytokinin) metabolism, whereas in soybean, growth enhancing metabolic

processes that were upregulated included nitrogen metabolism, sulfate reduction, metal and ion transport and amino acid

biosynthesis .

Figure 3. Summary of the omics disciplines comprising systems biology. The figure illustrates the flow of biological

information from gene to metabolome, highlighting the interconnection of gene and chemical spaces of a biological

system. In a stressful event, gene expression is altered, and chemical spaces are reprogrammed to maintain cellular and

molecular life-defining equilibria. At the metabolome level, changes in the levels of primary and secondary metabolites

play an important role in the readjustment of cellular metabolism towards adaptation to various environmental conditions.

As exemplified above, transcriptomics studies can contribute to the ongoing scientific efforts to provide fundamental

research insights that describe the mechanisms and modes of action of biostimulants. However, these studies present

challenges such as the fact that an increase in the levels of mRNA does not always correlate with protein levels and not

all the translated proteins are enzymatically active. Furthermore, the outcome of the transcriptome and proteome profiling

can be limited by the identification of mRNA and proteins which depends on organism-specific genome information. Thus,

due to these limitations, changes in the transcriptome or proteome level do not necessarily correspond to the alteration in

biochemical phenotypes and may not accurately reflect the biochemical status of the plant in response to abiotic stresses

and biostimulants . Thus, an integration of upper omics levels in the systems biology, with metabolomics studies

(Figure 3), can provide a holistic and comprehensive understanding of the molecular mechanisms of actions mediated by

biostimulants to mitigate abiotic stresses.
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